Faster alerts. Deeper insights.
Focused on what matters to you.

PRACTITIONER INSIGHTS
YOUR SOURCE FOR UP-TO-THE-MINUTE INSIGHTS AND ANALYSIS THAT MATTER TO YOU.

Current events and related legal developments have a significant impact on the decisions you make every day. Now there’s a single access point you can rely on for comprehensive information and expert analysis to help you stay informed and up to date on what’s affecting your practice area:

WestlawNext® Practitioner Insights™

- A dedicated team of attorney-editors monitors each practice area to ensure you see the most important updates of the day
- Get exclusive practice area-focused content and expert analysis including:
  - Westlaw® Daily Briefings, new expert analysis from Thomson Reuters attorney-editors on the latest developments affecting your practice area
  - Reuters Legal
  - Select Wolters Kluwer Daily Reports
  - CQ Roll Call Washington Briefings
  - The largest collection of litigation content
  - And more
- Seamlessly access your Alerts on WestlawNext to inform you promptly of new developments relevant to your practice area or matching your customized search
- Select a Practitioner Insights page to be your WestlawNext Start Page so you can start each day “in the know”

Top news – A rotating display of the day’s leading legal news stories from Reuters.

Analysis – The day’s leading developments in your practice area from Westlaw Daily Briefings, Wolters Kluwer Daily Reporting Suite, CQ Roll Call Washington Briefings, and more.

Most Popular Analysis – Front-and-center access to the top-viewed news and analysis.